
***2024 Beach Party Things To Know*** 
 
Party Tent will be near Barrel #90 
 
You must have a wristband to be in or around the KOS Party Tent. 
 
Wristbands can be picked up at the KOS Party Tent any time after you arrive. 
 
Single Males must be accompanied by a date or sponsored couple and they must be with them when 
picking up their wristbands. 
 
Ladies you are not allowed to go topless during the day on the public beach, but pasties are allowed. In 
the KOS Party Tent it's however you feel comfortable. 
 
We will dig a hole for a fire, but rely one you guys to bring wood to burn, just none with any kind of 
nails or screws in it. 
 
We will have trash cans and cigarette bucks throughout the KOS area and tent, please use them. 
 
Golf Carts: Must have headlights, tail/brake lights, turn signals, and safety triangle reflector. They can 
be driven in neighborhoods and along sides of the road but not on hwys unless just to cross over. 
 
SXS & ATVs: Must be trailered to and from the beach and are not allowed on any roadways including 
neighborhoods and hwys. Everyone riding on an ATV must wear a helmet. 
 
Other than KOS Staff, no one is allowed to park directly in front of the KOS Party Tent. Please park 
across the roadway on the surf side. 
 
If anyone at any time is making you feel uncomfortable or is causing trouble, please let us know at the 
party tent. If you do not see me or any other recognizable KOS Staff tell the DJ. 
 
We are working on having a mobile restroom brought out, but if that falls through, we will have a potty 
tent set up for the LADIES near the KOS Party Tent. There is also port-a-potties throughout the beach. 
 
Everyone must set up a minimum of 10' off the dunes. This goes for tent camping, RVs, and general 
parking. 
 
Anything that can be driven on the beach will need a Beach Pass. They are $10 and can be purchased at 
just about any store in Bolivar. 
 
RVs: We suggest that larger RV set up parallel to the beach line. Smaller RVs shouldn't have a problem 
backing in if they so choose. At the entrance of the beach on Clara St. in the past there has been water 
access but you will need a long hose to fill your tanks. I do not believe there is anywhere to dump on 
the beach though. 
 
 
 
 
 


